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Empowering grassroots
efforts and building
strategic partnerships
that preserve,
protect, and enhance
California’s urban and
community forests.

However, time is of the essence if
we are to seize upon existing
opportunities. With funding from
a California Department of Fire
and Forest Protection (CAL
FIRE) Leading Edge grant,
California ReLeaf staff worked
with traditional and nontraditional

partners in 2013 and 2014 to conduct
in-depth research on how to meet this
funding and program challenge.
The result is Eureka! A Transformative
Approach to Sustaining California’s
Urban Forests. This report takes a very
close look at potentially viable funding
options for urban forestry and how to
ensure no net loss of urban tree
canopies, despite continual growth and
development in California. We evaluate
a range of possible funding sources for
urban forestry and see how they might
work today, tomorrow and in the
future. How did urban forestry get
where it is today? Which funding
options allow for real fiscal
continued on page 2
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sustainability? What steps need to be
taken to implement a no net loss canopy
program?
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The report delves into the widespread
benefits that urban forestry and no net
canopy loss programs can bring to
California. For example, planting and
maintaining trees in economically
disadvantaged urban areas improve local
residents’ qualities of life by adding to the
growth of urban tree canopy. Additional
trees in these areas improve air quality
and help to meet the environmental
justice goals of Assembly Bill 32.
Getting trees planted and maintained,
though, is a tremendous challenge. Bonds
and special funds were common methods
of funding projects for many years.
However, the recent economic downturn
makes passing a bond far tougher. 2010’s
Proposition 26 requires a supermajority
vote on certain fees, creating additional
hurdles. Federal funding is also much
more limited than in the past, adding to
the challenges urban forestry faces. The
combination of all three issues mad it
much harder than ever before to fund
projects at the statewide level.
Given these difficulties, it is important to
examine a spectrum of funding options
-- from charity tax check-off boxes to
specialty license plates -- and determine
if each of these options, and others
provide adequate funding over a long
period. Perhaps even more important
are questions of political viability and
opportunity.
Will each option have enough political
backing to survive a two-thirds vote, if
and when, a funding bill comes before
the Legislature? Will the public support
it? Can it be attained in a reasonable time
frame?
Each section of the Eureka Report looks
at different aspects of funding, starting
with an introduction and progressing
to a detailed study of sustainable urban

forestry opportunities within state
agencies.
Next, the report closely examines
individual funding sources and, under the
microscope of our urban forestry needs,
provides a conclusion about each. Which
are likely to sustain urban forestry as it
stands right now? Which funding options
are close and which fail our test?
Two funding options appear far more
likely to meet urban forestry’s needs than
the others we looked at: cap-and-trade
auction revenues and the Lumber Products
Tax
The latter is expected to raise about $30
million annually. $1 million a year is
needed to fund CAL FIRE’s basic urban
forestry operations.
In contrast, cap-and-trade auction proceeds
will generate billions of dollars in the next
few years, and also hold the most promise
for providing the money California needs
to fund urban forestry on a statewide level.
“Trading creates incentives to reduce
greenhouse gasses below allowable
levels through investments in clean
technologies,” the California Air
Resources Board states on its website.
“Cap-and-trade is an environmentally
effective and economically efficient
response to climate change.”
In June, the State Budget bill that
contained $17 million in cap-and trade
auction proceeds for CAL FIRE’s Urban
and Community Forestry Program in
Fiscal Year 2014-15 was signed by the
Governor.
The report also critically examines several
other statewide options for funding urban
forestry programs. While a few hold
promise for the future, others are lacking
to varying degrees. (See table on page 4.)
Eureka! also provides a clear vision not
only of raising money but also explains

The Magic of
Mulching
by Anne Fenkner

The word mulch is likely derived from
the German word molsch, meaning soft,
beginning to decay or, perhaps, from
the Old English word mylisc meaning
mellow. It no doubt referred to early
gardeners’ use of straw, leaves, and loose
earth spread on the ground to protect the
roots of newly planted trees and shrubs.
Regardless of its etymologic origins,
mulch has been used for centuries to
offer trees protection from temperature
extremes, soil moisture loss and to
suppress weeds.
Mulch is great for trees. It helps insulate
soils and retain soil moisture loss through
evaporation, improves soil structure,
and helps control weed growth. Organic
mulches have the added benefit of
increasing organic matter in soils as they
decompose, which enhances soil biology,
fertility and structure. Adding organic
mulch material, such as woodchips
around trees, is one of the most beneficial
things we can do for the health of our
trees and the soil in which they live.
In one study comparing various mulch
materials with bare soil, soil moisture
percentages in mulched plots were
approximately twice as high, summer soil
temperatures were reduced by 8 to 13
degrees, and the average amount of time
required to remove weeds was reduced by
two-thirds.
One of the best things about mulching
is how easy it is to do! Mulching is a
volunteer-friendly activity available to
people of all ages and abilities. All you
need for a mulching event is a location
with trees (such as a park or school),
volunteers, woodchip mulch and a few
tools.

continued on page 4
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When identifying a location to hold a
mulching event, it is good to consider
the number of trees, quality of mulch and
mulch pile location. For a typical 2 hour
mulching event, a reasonable goal is to use
12-16 cubic yards of woodchips. This will
provide mulch rings for 12-24 trees. Many
arborists are happy to deliver the mulch
for free, but will do so at their convenience
based on when they are in the area. It is
prudent to visit the location to identify
central locations for a mulch delivery. If
the woodchip pile is being delivered more
than a day or two early, consider requesting
delivery to a hardscape area to reduce
grass damage due to lack of sun exposure.
Always secure permission to mulch (park
supervisor, principal, etc.) and set date/time.
In Sacramento, we wait for the cool of the
evening and host our events on weekdays
from 6-8pm.

Above: Sacramento Tree
Foundation volunteers work
hard to distribute a huge pile of
mulch.

Wheelbarrows are the easiest way to
disseminate mulch. Large buckets work
well too. The Sacramento Tree Foundation
owns a dozen wheelbarrows; the favorites
are light weight 2 wheelers. For scooping,
pitchforks are typically the tool of choice
but it’s good to bring standard shovels,
snow shovels and gloves too. Everyone has
their preference when it comes to moving
woodchips. No matter what tools are used,
continued on page 5
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Eureka! con’t from page 3

Mulch con’t from page 3

how we would implement a canopy
campaign such as a no net loss program.
We believe using a no net loss campaign
as a base to grow California’s urban forest
would increase public awareness, encourage
decision makers to recognize urban and
community forests as critical infrastructure,
and foster innovation and leadership in
urban and community forestry programs
throughout the state.
We draw the conclusion that there is a
strong need for a statewide vision. One that
clearly dictates what kind of social equity
and quality of life improvements can be
achieved through substantial investment
in canopy cover over an extended period.
This vision must persuade the governor
to continue support for urban forestry and
the transformative potential that can be
harnessed through long-term, sustained

investment of cap-and-trade auction
revenues.

the process of moving mulch will kick up dust, so bring
disposable respiratory masks and tissue.

Based on response to this Eureka report
and the urgency and timeliness of its
publication, California ReLeaf has already
taken action on some steps presented at the
conclusion of the report. The final section
lays out a doable plan for implementing
a statewide canopy campaign. There is
already a diverse Task Force working
towards accomplishing this detailed work
plan.

Place mulch around trees in the shape of a ring or
donut. The general recommendation is 2-4 inches deep,
but many park and school locations have intensified
irrigation sprays so they can handle a thicker depth of
4-6 inches around the tree. It is important to keep the
mulch four inches from the trunk to avoid trapping
moisture and inviting insects, rodents and diseases to
invade. Keep in mind the mowing requirements of the
place and be reasonable about how far out around the
tree you will instruct your volunteers to mulch. We
never want to negatively impact the mowers or cause
problems for parks or school maintenance staff.

Trees are an integral part of California’s
past and present. Our report shows how
they can be part of our future, too.
Visit californiareleaf.org/resources/
research-and-reports to download a copy
of this report.

urban forestry funding synopsis
Proposal

economic
merits

political
feasibility

attainability

Cap-and-Trade Auction Revenues

Mulching events are a fun and unique way to raise
awareness of the importance of community trees and to
engage community action in caring for the trees. Mulch,
renewed annually, will moderate much of the effect
of Central Valley heat on trees. The Sacramento Tree
Foundation offers a step-by-step menu for coordinating
volunteer mulch events. Contact them at (916) 9248733 and start making your own mulch magic.
Anne Fenkner is the Greenprint Regional
Coordinator at the Sacramento Tree Foundation.

Charity Tax Check-off
Mulching is dusty work, but these
Sacramento Tree Foundation volunteers
don’t mind it.

Electric Utilities Surcharge
Environmental License Plate
Forest Resources Improvement Fund
Litter Tax
Lumber Products Tax
Oil Severance Fee
Property Tax
Public Trust Fund
Real Estate Transfer Fee
Sales Tax
Tobacco Tax
Transient Occupancy Tax
Vehicle License / Mitigation Fee
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California ReLeaf Network Member Profile:
Benicia Tree Foundation
By Ashley Mastin

B

enicia, a city with 28,000 citizens
located in Solano County along the
north bank of the Carquinez Straight, is
surrounded by a cluster of large oil
refineries that produce more than 10% of
California’s gasoline. Four of these
refineries are in the top ten greenhouse gas
emitters of California.
In addition to the pollution
emitted from the surrounding
refineries, Benicia is also
sandwiched between CA-680
and CA-780, two freeways that
are trafficked by a combined
335,000 cars daily.
Given its location, it is no
surprise to learn that NPR
rated Benicia at a level five,
the highest level of concern,
in their Poisoned Places Study
(http://www.npr.org/news/
graphics/2011/10/toxicair/#4.00/39.00/-84.00).
Above:Feb 22, 2014 planting
of 80 trees at Matthew Turner
Elementary School; pictured
are (L-R) Valero volunteer
Brenda Mooney, Benicia
Mayor Elizabeth Patterson,
BTF President Alison Fleck,
BTF Executive Director Tina
Marchetti
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Nor is it surprising that Solano
County received the lowest
possible grade for air quality in the State
of the Air 2012 by the American Lung
Association (http://www.stateoftheair.
org/2012/assets/state-of-the-air2012.pdf).

and engaging programs focused on
building community engagement and a
vibrant urban forest.
Since 2010, Benicia Tree Foundation has
planted and maintained 418 new trees
– many of those at local schools. One of
BTF’s goals is to provide resources to help
improve and manage trees on private land
as well as on public lands where the City
isn’t able to support tree planting or care.
Earlier this year, BTF ran a “100 Trees in
100 Days” campaign, planting 100 new
trees by April 10th. BTF hopes to plant a
total of 250 new trees in 2014.
“The majority of trees we’ve planted
have been on school campuses,” says
Tina Marchetti, Executive Director. “It’s an
easy fit because campuses in Benicia are
all asphalt, along freeways, and close to
the refinery. The partnership with Benicia
Unified School District also allows us to
engage and inspire children; they take
action through our volunteer planting
events and develop an appreciation for
the many benefits of trees. The students
are excited to watch the trees grow over
time and love the prospect of returning
years from now to see how the trees have
grown.”

Benicia is a small city with large
environmental and public health obstacles.

This fall, BTF will plant shade trees in and
around the upper parking lot at Benicia
High School. In its current form, the high
school’s parking lot acts as a large heat
island. Trees in parking meridians and
between the lot and the freeway will
create shade, filter pollutants in the air,
and create a sound barrier. It will also
create a unique learning environment.

It is with these statistics and Benicia’s
community members in mind that Benicia
Tree Foundation (BTF) emphasizes tree
planting and preservation as cost-effective
solutions to reduce pollution and improve
air quality. On a year-round basis, the
organization offers innovative, integrated,

Once the trees are planted, Benicia
High School’s EcoAcademy students
will document the positive effects of
the trees, including measuring average
temperatures at different locations
around the school and comparing utility
costs as trees grow. As years pass,

The county also has the highest rate of
asthma in the State of California (http://
www.calendow.org/uploadedFiles/CAFA3_
Solanoscreen.pdf).
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students will be able to look back at
previous years’ data and calculate the
impacts the trees on their campus.
BTF will also be able to use the data to
measure the long-term success of the
project.
The educational aspects of projects
at Benicia’s schools only begin
with the students. BTF also holds
training workshops for school district
maintenance staff to learn proper
pruning techniques. These workshops
have fostered an open dialogue between
the school district and BTF which helps
preserve the newly-planted trees.
BTF’s urban forest stewardship efforts
don’t stop at the edge of the school
grounds though.
Recently, Benicia Tree Foundation
developed a way to extend stewardship
efforts to homeowners through a
partnership with another local nonprofit,
Rising Sun Energy Center. Rising Sun
trains and employs high school students
to do free energy and water assessments
for Benicians. They also provide free
water and energy saving devices and
testing.
After realizing that homeowners
employing Rising Sun’s services might
also be interested in reducing energy
costs by planting shade trees around
their homes, BTF developed an initiative
to assist homeowners with the purchase,
planting, and maintenance of trees.
BTF created a brochure that Rising
Sun’s technicians take to each of
their appointments. Homeowners are
encouraged to plant trees to shade their
homes to reduce energy costs and to
reduce water use for landscaping. BTF
helps to select the right trees and the
right place with homeowners, who then
purchase the trees at wholesale prices
from BTF. The organization teaches
proper planting and care to recipients
and then checks in on a quarterly basis to
ensure the health of the trees.
Summer 2014

A low hum in the
community is beginning
to bring attention to the
program. Neighbors of
those who have received
trees are starting to call
and ask how they get
their shade trees for their
yards. Happy recipients are
talking about their trees
to others throughout the
community.
“Word of mouth has
been our greatest
communicator,” says
Marchetti.
In a relatively small town
that is surrounded by the
state’s largest polluters,
trees are proving to be a simple and
valuable solution to a healthier community.
Tina Marchetti would tell you that Benicia
Tree Foundation’s strategy is to build upon
efforts of everyday people who want to do
extraordinary things. While that sounds
complicated, BTF makes it as simple as
planting a tree.

Above: The Sendlakowski
family poses around their newly
planted shade tree.

Ashley Mastin is the Network & Communications
Manager for California ReLeaf.

member snapshot
Benicia Tree Foundation
Year founded: 2010
Joined Network: 2012
Board Members: 5
Staff: 1 part-time
Contact:
Tina Marchetti, Executive Director
P.O. Box 1877
Benicia, CA 94510
(707) 745-4546
info@beniciatrees.org
www.beniciatrees.org
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California ReLeaf
Network Corner

We’ve Made Public
Grants Easy to Find

Please welcome our newest Network members!

Based in Chico, Butte Environmental Council works to protect and
defend the land, air and water of Butte County and the surrounding region. Programs are
designed to increase public awareness and citizen participation in local, regional, and
statewide environmental issues, offer educational programs and advocacy campaigns,
and provide information referral to local citizens regarding environmental issues or
services. Find out more at www.becnet.org.

There are more state dollars available
now to support some or all aspects of
urban forestry than there ever have been
in California’s history. This
unprecedented “Green Rush” opens
numerous doors of opportunity for nonprofits and community groups to secure
significant public funds for urban forestry
and tree planting projects connected to
greenhouse gas reductions, environmental
mitigation, active transportation,
sustainable communities, environmental
justice, water and energy conservation.

The Inland Urban Forest Council works to advance the greening of
cities and the sustainable management of community forests of western Riverside and
San Bernardino counties. The council shares information that will help with the planning
and management of community forests, obtains and shares region-wide funding for
urban forestry programs, conducts educational field trips, tours and workshops, and
advocates for tree planting and care by supporting outreach events. Learn more at
www.inlandurbanforestcouncil.org.

Find the most up-to-date information
about available public funds, their
connection to urban forestry, and program
status right on the California ReLeaf
website.

The Inland Urban Forest Council is the 90th member of the ReLeaf Network!

Run
for
ReLeaf!

Go to www.californiareleaf.org/resources
for more information.

Building
Connections One
Click @ a Time

To celebrate our 25th anniversary,
California ReLeaf has organized a
California ReLeaf Tree Team to
participate in the California International
Marathon (CIM) on December 7, 2014.
We are proud to celebrate this milestone
year by running 26.2 miles through
Sacramento’s extensive, gorgeous urban
forest.

In late summer, the California ReLeaf
website will make it even easier for you
to connect with others working to protect,
preserve, and enhance California’s urban
forests. You’ll be able to create personal
profiles, ask and answer questions, and
post events.

You can celebrate with us by giving a tax-deductible donation in support of
California ReLeaf’s Tree Team at
www.crowdrise.com/CaliforniaReLeafCIMTreeTeam

Look for updates on the ReLeaf
homepage and in your email inbox. If
you don’t already receive our email
updates, contact us at info@
californiareleaf.org

If you are interested in running in this popular marathon (in a relay team or solo) and
would like to be a part of the California ReLeaf CIM Tree Team, contact us at info@
californiareleaf.org.
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Legislative
Update
By Chuck Mills

Urban Forestry Strikes
Accord in State Budget
Deal

Urban forestry funding will be flowing
through California at record levels later this
year.
In June, 2014, Governor Brown signed a
2014-15 State Budget that allocates $17.8
million in cap-and-trade auction proceeds
to CAL FIRE’s Urban and Community
Forestry Program for projects that will
reduce greenhouse gasses and meet the
goals of AB 32. This is the largest singlestate allocation for urban forestry in one
fiscal year in US history.
Momentum for funding urban forestry
through cap-and trade started early in 2014
when Governor Brown introduced a
proposed cap-and-trade expenditure plan
that included $18 million for urban forestry.
Though the final plan adopted by the
Legislature and signed by the governor
includes a few additional wrinkles, it is
very similar to what the Administration
proposed in January.
One of the biggest surprises is that the
Governor, Senate and Assembly also agreed
upon a long-term strategy for the allocation
of cap-and-trade auction proceeds
beginning in July, 2015. The framework
adopted in the State Budget will
continuously appropriate 60% of all funds
for transit-related purposes, while 40% will
be appropriated each year for a set list of
ten project priorities, including urban
forestry.
10

Another strong funding source for urban
forestry in 2014 will be the Environmental
Enhancement and Mitigation Program
(EEMP). Though the annual EEMP
allocation was reduced to $7 million to
reflect some programmatic changes in
2013, it receives a one-time boost of over
$4 million this coming fiscal year,
bringing the total available in 2014-15 to
over $11 million.
State Senate Cap-andtrade Legislation sees
Late Summer Movement

Several bills have been introduced by
stakeholders in 2014 that could affect the
cap-and-trade revenue expenditure process
in the future by creating new programs in
statute. These include two bills pertaining
to natural resources (SB 1268 by Senator
Beall, and AB 2348 by Assembly Member
Stone), one for local governments (AB
1970 by Assembly Member Gordon), one
for the Strategic Growth Council (SB
1122 by Senator Pavley), and two
measures from Senator Kevin DeLeón
(SB 1121 and SB 1275). Though
California ReLeaf had no official position
on any of the bills, many of those held in
Appropriations Committee in May were in
contrast to what California ReLeaf
supported within the 2014-15 State
Budget.
SB 1121 and SB 1275 continue to move
and support using cap-and-trade funds for
a new “green bank” that would provide
financial assistance to eligible greenhouse
gas emission reduction projects and light
duty vehicles, respectively.
New Water Bond Bypasses
Urban Forestry

The legislature passed and Governor
Brown signed a $7.5 billion water bond
bill in August that will replace the existing
$11.1 billion bond on the November
ballot.
Though there are potential opportunities
California Trees

to support some urban forestry efforts
through funds set aside for stormwater
management and urban watersheds,
neither CAL FIRE nor the Urban Forestry
Act are explicitly called out in the
measure, which will likely appear on the
ballot as Proposition 43.
Should the voters pass the proposition,
California ReLeaf will provide more
details on specific opportunities within
the bond later in 2014.
Revised Scoping Plan Gets
the Green Light from Air
Resources Board

After two revisions and months of public
comment, the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) adopted updates to the
Board’s Scoping Plan as required by law
under AB 32. The 2014 Scoping Plan
will inform continued AB 32
implementation across multiple sectors,
and frames a vision of how state agencies
and stakeholders can work to achieve
80% GHG emission reductions by 2050.
California ReLeaf and its partners crafted
a comprehensive 28-page public
comment document for CARB in 2013
that recommended a suite of public
policies that can be implemented in the
coming years to maximize the
sequestration and ecosystem benefits of
urban forestry, wetlands, forestry, and
rangelands.
Revised Urban Forestry
Protocols adopted in June

California’s Climate Action Reserve
(CAR) received support from the
California Department of Forestry and
Fire Prevention and the U.S. Forest
Service (USFS) in 2013 to evaluate and
revise its Urban Forest Project Protocol.
The Urban Forest Project Protocol
provides guidance to quantify and verify
GHG reductions from a planned set of
tree planting and maintenance activities
implemented to permanently increase
carbon storage through trees.
Summer 2014

The Public Comment Draft of the revised protocols
became available in March, and has since received mixed
feedback from several urban forestry allies and partners,
including TreePeople, SMUD, Dr. Greg McPherson, and
Sacramento Tree Foundation. CAR subsequently
re-engaged with stakeholders and adopted Version 2.0 of
Urban Tree Planting Project Protocol – splitting Urban
Forest Management as a separate project protocol in the
process.
Federal Funding for Urban Forestry
Flows, then Ebbs

Urban forest advocates across the country breathed a
collective sigh of relief in January when Congress passed,
and President Obama signed a two-year budget bill that
included $28 million for the U.S. Forest Service Urban &
Community Forestry (U&CF) Program for Fiscal Year
2014, which runs through September 2014.
Unfortunately, the President’s budget proposal for FY
2015 suggests slashing the U&CF Program by 15% down
to $23.7 million. Urban forestry advocates in DC,
including the Alliance for Community, are working with
Congress to try and get that funding level up to $31.3
million, which is consistent with what was enacted in
fiscal year 2012.
Campos Champions Trees in
Subcommittee Hearings

The Assembly Budget Subcommittee at the State
Capitol that hears items related to natural resources and
transportation received much public comment over the last
several months relating to cap-and-trade revenue expenditures that included countless visits from stakeholders
seeking a voice for their cause. This often results in having
a subcommittee member “champion” a cause from the dais,
be it transportation, affordable housing, or some other highprofile issue.
This year, however, urban forestry found a true champion for the cause in Assembly Speaker pro Tempore Nora
Campos (D-San Jose). The former San Jose City Council
member who is serving her second term in the State Assembly has consistently voiced her strong support for including
urban forestry in the cap-and-trade expenditure plan at all
three subcommittee hearings on this issue. Perhaps it is no
surprise that urban forestry was the only item the subcommittee’s expenditure plan proposal that was recommended
for funding at both the state and local level.
Many thanks to Assembly Speaker pro Tempore Nora
Campos for her leadership on urban forestry.
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October 11, 2014
5:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Berry Residence
San Jose, CA
Tickets $50
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Reunion
California ReLeaf is celebrating 25 years of
connecting trees, people and communities.
Join us as we reunite with ReLeaf friends
and colleagues to commemorate this
milestone.
Enjoy a casual evening filled with food,
drinks, and lively conversation.
Share in the spark that ignited the California
ReLeaf movement!

Get your tickets at californiareleaf.org.
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